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vABSTRACT
In recent years, digital image forgery detection has become an active research
area due to the advancement of photo editing software. In general, image forgery
detection can be classified into two types, namely active and passive detection. Active
forgery detection relies on embedded authentication code in the image while passive
forgery detection relies solely on the images for authentication. The forgery detection
techniques are used to identify images tampered with common techniques such as
copy move, slicing, contrast alteration and sharpening/blurring. This project focuses
on passive forgery detection on images tampered using copy move technique, better
known as Copy Move Forgery Detection (CMFD). A CMFD technique consisting
of oriented Features from Accelerated Segment Test and rotated Binary Robust
Independent Elementary Features (Oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF) as the feature
extraction method and 2 Nearest Neighbour (2NN) with Hierachical Agglomerative
Clustering (HAC) as the feature matching method is proposed. The ORB parameters,
namely the number of features to retain and patch size are optimized using Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO). The optimization is essential in obtaining a balance
between performance and runtime. Evaluation of the proposed CMFD technique is
performed on images which underwent various geometrical attacks. With the proposed
technique, an overall accuracy rate of 84.33% and 82.79% is obtained for evaluation
carried out with images from the MICC-F600 and MICC-F2000 databases. Forgery
detection is performed accurately, with True Positive Rate of 91% and above, for
tampered images with object translation, different degree of rotation and enlargement.
However, the performance degraded for tampered images with reduced copied object
size and asymmetrical scaling, with True Positive Rate of 73.68% and 38.15%
respectively.
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ABSTRAK
Dalam beberapa tahun kebelakangan ini, kemajuan perisian penyuntingan foto
telah menjadikan pengesanan pemalsuan imej digital sebagai satu bidang penyelidikan
yang aktif. Pengesanan pemalsuan imej boleh diklasifikasikan kepada dua jenis,
pengesanan aktif dan pasif. Pengesanan pemalsuan aktif bergantung kepada kod
pengesahan yang tertanam dalam imej sementara pengesanan pemalsuan pasif hanya
bergantung kepada imej untuk menjalankan pengesahan. Cara-cara pengesanan
pemalsuan imej digunakan untuk mengesan pemalsuan imej termasuk salinan langkah,
penyalinan dari imej lain, pengubahan kontras dan pengaburan. Projek ini memberi
tumpuan kepada pengesanan pemalsuan pasif pada imej yang dicemari menggunakan
teknik salinan langkah. Teknik tersebut dikenali sebagai Pengesanan Pemalsuan
Salinan Langkah (CMFD). Teknik CMFD yang dicadangkan dalam projek ini terdiri
daripada oriented Features from Accelerated Segment Test dan rotated Binary Robust
Independent Elementary Features (Oriented FAST dan rotated BRIEF) sebagai kaedah
pengekstrakan ciri dan 2 Nearest Neighbor (2NN) dengan Agglomerative Hierachical
Clustering (HAC) sebagai kaedah pencocokan ciri. Parameter ORB, iaitu bilangan ciri
untuk dikekalkan dan saiz patch telah dioptimumkan dengan mengguna cara Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO). Pengoptimuman adalah penting dalam menyeimbangkan
antara prestasi dan tempoh masa yang diperlukan. Penilaian teknik CMFD yang
dicadangkan dilakukan pada imej yang mengalami pelbagai serangan geometri.
Dengan teknik yang dicadangkan, kadar ketepatan keseluruhan adalah 84.33% dan
82.79% bagi penilaian yang dijalankan dengan imej dari pangkalan data MICC-F600
dan MICC-F2000. Pengesanan pemalsuan imej dilakukan dengan tepat dan kadar
positif sebenar sebangai 91% dan ke atas diperolehi untuk imej dengan terjemahan
objek, tahap putaran yang berbeza dan pembesaran. Walau bagaimanapun, prestasi
menyusut bagi imej di mana saiz objek yang disalin dikurangkan dan penskalaan tak
simetri, dengan kadar positif benar masing-masing sebanyak 73.68% dan 38.15%.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This chapter introduces this research work by providing the project background
and potential impact. It focuses on the research motivation and the research gap, before
concluding the chapter with the organization of the thesis.
1.1 Problem Background
In this day and age, digital images tampering has been made easy with widely
available image editing softwares, such as Adobe Photoshop. The advancement of
image editing softwares has reached a level such that image tampering can be done
without degrading its quality or leaving obvious traces. This is alarming as images
are now being presented as supported evidences and historical records in various
fields, such as in forensic investigation, law enforcement, journalistic photography and
medical images.
Moreover, in many instances tampered images have appeared in the news or
social media, such as the manipulated images of Iranian missile test released on the 9th
of July 2008 by Sepah News, the official media arm of Iran’s Revolutionary Guard. The
tampered image, shown in Figure 1.1 is aimed at exaggerating the country’s military
capabilities. The tampered image made its way into media circulation, making the
front page of notable newspapers, such as The Financial Times and The Los Angeles
Times. The forgery is detected a day later when the same source released another
image taken from the same angle at almost the same time, but with different content.
The scientific community is also not spared from image tampering. Farid
et al. [1] stated that 20% of accepted manuscripts of the Journal of Cell Biology
contains inappropriate figure manipulation. Hence, image tampering and detection
2have garnered substantial attention as manipulated images can be used to misrepresent
their meaning with malicious intent.
Figure 1.1: (a) Original image of Iranian Missile Test (b) Forged image of Iranian
Missile Test
Among the image manipulation techniques in the literature, Abd Warif et al.
[2] stated that copy-move forgery and copy-move forgery detection (CMFD) is one
of the most widely studied field. In general, CMFD involves the manipulation of an
image where an object, texture or letter is copied from one region of an image and
inserted into another region of the same image.
1.2 Problem Statement
The project focuses on applying widely used keypoint based algorithms in the
field of object recognition for CMFD. The proposed CMFD technique, consisting
of both feature extraction and feature matching, would serve as an alternative to the
current state of the art CMFD method using Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF).
Before SURF was introduced in the field of CMFD, Scale-invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) is widely regarded as one of the best keypoint based algorithm for
CMFD. With SURF, the algorithm proposed multiple optimization which successfully
reduced the computation time by 3 times. However, the improvement came at the
expense of the accuracy rate.
Hence, this work aims to identify a Copy Move Forgery Detection technique,
consisting of both feature extraction (descriptor) and feature matching, capable of
obtaining better accuracy rate while maintaining the computational time seen with
SURF.
31.3 Project Objective
The object of this project is to identify a Copy Move Forgery Detection
technique, with both feature extraction and feature matching technique, capable of
obtaining better accuracy rate while maintaining the computational time seen with
SURF. Also, the proposed CMFD method is compared with existing CMFD techniques
in terms of performance.
1.4 Scope of Study
The scope of this project focuses on proposing a CMFD technique, with both
descriptor and feature matching methods, and its performance on accurately detecting
tampered images. Apart from the proposed CMFD techniques, an existing CMFD
technique, namely SURF, which is the state of the art feature extraction method is also
reproduced.
The performance of the proposed CMFD technique is evaluated using images
which have underwent different geometrical attacks, namely translation, different
degrees of rotation, symmetrical and asymmetrical scaling. The proposed CMFD
technique is also tested on images with multiple copy-move regions. The proposed
work is implemented using MATLAB and tested on the following dataset: MICC-
F600 and MICC-F2000.
1.5 Organization
The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the literature review on
Copy-Move Forgery Detection, focusing on block based and keypoint based CMFD
techniques. Chapter 3 presents the research methodology of the proposed CMFD
technique, focusing on SURF and ORB as the feature extraction methods and 2 Nearest
Neighbour (2NN) and Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering (HAC) as the feature
matching method. Chapter 4 presents the result of our proposed CMFD technique with
a summary of the contribution and achievements of the project. Lastly, we conclude
the project by a conclusion and a discussion on potential future works to build on the
project.
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